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    B2B    is a short-hand way of saying Business To Business; an internet company that sells 
to other businesses, not to consumers. Some B2B firms offer services to other businesses, 
such as employee recruitment; others sell internet hardware, software or telecommunications.   

  B2C    is a short-hand way of saying Business To Consumers; an internet company that sells 
directly to the public rather than to firms. Typical examples include Lastminute.com and 
Amazon.com.   

  backdata    is past research information that can be used to interpret new findings.
For example, if a survey finds that 47 per cent of beer drinkers say they would buy a new
American malt liquor, how could one translate that into a sales forecast? Only by comparing 
the result with backdata on the research and actual performance of past product launches.
If a new German lager had, a year ago, received a 45 per cent result and, since then, had
actual sales worth £40m, a sales forecast of more than £40m could be made for the malt liquor.   

  back to the knitting:    a curious phrase meaning that a firm should return to the core 
activities it knows best. In other words it should reverse a   diversification   strategy.   

  backward (or upstream) vertical integration    means buying out a supplier, e.g. a 
chocolate manufacturer buying a sugar producer.   

  PROS TO THE COMPANY:          ●   close links with supplier aids new product development   
       ●    control over supply quality, quantity and delivery times   

    PROS TO THE CONSUMER:     ●   more innovative products available   
    ●   more reliable supply of goods   

    CONS TO THE COMPANY:          ●    assumed guarantee of demand may make supply divi-
sion complacent   

                 ●    increases fi rm’s dependence on one industry (opposite 
of  diversification )   

    CONS TO THE CONSUMER:      ●    complacency may lead to cost increases and then to 
price rises   

                 ●    fi rm’s control over its supplier may reduce variety of 
goods available     

  bad debt:    an unpaid customer’s bill for goods or services sold on   credit   which is now 
thought unlikely to be settled, perhaps because the customer is in   liquidation  . As a credit 
sale has already been included as revenue in the organisation’s books, the bad debt needs 
to be charged to the profit and loss account as well as to the   book value   of debtors. Small 
firms can be hard-hit by bad debts, especially if they depend on a few large customers.   
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  badge engineering    means selling products that are mechanically identical, but which are 
distinguished by different brand names (‘badges’). This used to be true of Rolls Royce and 
Bentley cars.   

  balance of invisibles    is the term used to describe that part of the   balance of payments   
account which registers exports and imports of invisible payments and receipts. Exports 
and imports are categorised as either visible or invisible. Visible trade is that which involves 
goods, such as cars and machinery, i.e. those which you can clearly see and touch. Invisibles 
include services such as banking, insurance and tourism, which you cannot see and touch. 
Traditionally, the UK has run a surplus on invisibles thanks mainly to its finance sector, which 
has paid for its deficit on the   balance of trade  .   

  balance of payments:    the sum of the nation’s income and expenditure on foreign 
trade. It consists of the current account and the capital account. It could be compared 
with an individual who has a current account and a savings account in a bank. Together 
they represent his or her wealth. If that person is overdrawn on their current account, the 
savings account will have to make it up. Overall, though, there will be a balance. Note that 
within the overall balance of payments there is the   balance of invisibles   and the   balance 
of trade  .   

  balance of trade    is the term used to describe that part of the   balance of payments   
account that registers exports and imports of visible goods. The UK has been importing more 
visible goods than exports since the last quarter of the nineteenth century, and this has been 
paid for by the surplus on invisibles.   

  balance sheet:    a statement of an organisation’s  assets  and  liabilities      at a
point in time, usually the last day of the financial year. The balance sheet gives an indication
of a firm’s financial health and strength. Liabilities must equal assets, thanks to the account-
ing convention of   double-entry bookkeeping  . From 2005 public limited companies were 
required to follow a new format for balance sheets. This format fits in with international
accounting standards. A shortened version is shown below: 

 Balance sheet for A–Z plc, 31 December 2009  

Balance sheet item Explanation £000s £000s

Non-current assets Fixed, i.e. long-term assets 450

Inventories Stocks, e.g. goods awaiting sale 125

Receivables Customers who owe you money 160

Cash 45 330

Payables Short-term (current) liabilities (260)

Non-current liabilities Long-term liabilities, e.g. loans (135)

NET ASSETS 385

Share capital 25

Reserves Accumulated, retained profit 360

TOTAL EQUITY Shareholders’ funds 385

  Baldridge Award:    the most prestigious quality award for companies based in the United 
States. The award criteria are based on ten core concepts:   
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  ●  customer-driven quality   
  ●  leadership   
  ●    continuous improvement     
  ●  employee participation and development   
  ●  fast response   
  ●  design quality   
  ●  long-term outlook   
  ●  management by fact (based on measuring data such as absenteeism)   
  ●  partnership by development   
  ●    corporate responsibility   and   citizenship  .     

  ballots:    the process of voting for or against a course of action. Ballots authorising 
    industrial action    must meet the requirements of the    Employment Act 2008   . These 
demand that ballots must be secret, must offer voters an alternative which stops short of 
strike action and must include a warning that strike action may lead to dismissal. Only if 
the industrial action receives more than 51 per cent support will the union be immune from 
being sued.   

  banking covenants    are formal agreements between a firm borrowing money and its bank 
that set out the limits within which the company can operate. For example, a bank lend-
ing £200 000 to a firm may insist that no more than £100 000 be borrowed from any other 
source. If the firm breaks its covenant, the bank can insist that the loan be repaid. Failing 
repayment, the firm could be placed into the hands of a    receiver   .   

  Bank of England:    the UK’s    central bank   . It is responsible for the issue of notes and coins 
in the economy, and also, more importantly, for implementing monetary policy. Since 1997 it 
has not controlled interest rates directly, as decisions are made by the Monetary Policy
Committee (MPC). Nevertheless, the Governor and Deputy Governor of the Bank are on the 
MPC, so the Bank has a great deal of influence over the level of interest rates. In the past, the 
Bank has also been given responsibility for controlling the value of the pound compared with 
other currencies (the exchange rate). 

 As a state-owned organisation, the Bank of England works closely with the government 
and the    Treasury   . If Britain joins the single currency (the    Euro   ), the importance of the 
Bank of England will diminish. Predictably, then, the Governor of the Bank of England is 
always likely to be ‘cautious’ about Britain joining.   

  bank rate:    the interest rate set by the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC). This rate then 
applies throughout the banking world, and affects the interest rates on the loans or savings of 
individuals and firms. Typically, a bank rate of 5 per cent might mean that firms can borrow at 
interest rates of from 8 per cent upwards, while savers will receive interest rates of 3 per cent 
or less. The difference between the savers’ and borrowers’ rates represents the profit margin 
made by the ‘high street’ banks such as Barclays. 

 The bank rate is an important weapon in monetary policy, which attempts to infl uence 
the level of economic activity. Higher interest rates dampen economic activity, while lower 
rates stimulate higher spending and production.   

  bankruptcy:    an individual or an    unincorporated    body may request (petition for) 
 bankruptcy or be declared bankrupt when unable to settle its  liabilities  or if  acting in such a 
way as to lead    creditors    to think that it is unable to settle, e.g. by refusing to  communicate 
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with them. Note that the term bankruptcy should not be applied to    limited  liability    
companies (see also    insolvency    and    liquidation   ).   

  bar chart:    a diagram used to give a quick comparison between variables, e.g. monthly 
   sales revenue    of a company’s three products. The values are plotted vertically and time 
horizontally. The heights of the bars represent the values. While good for impact, the bars 
lack precision and it may be difficult to ascertain actual values from the vertical axis. Also, 
 distortion can be created by selecting the width of bar inappropriately and by starting the 
vertical scale at above zero.   

  bar coding    is the recording of data in a form that can be read instantly by a laser beam. 
When used on packaging it enables each sale to be recorded, thereby providing accurate 
stock records.   

  barriers to communication    are physical or attitudinal reasons why messages fail to be 
received. 

 Physical reasons include:   
  ●  noisy environments making conversation impractical   
  ●  geographic distance, as when fi rms have their production in the North-East but their 

head offi ce in London.   

   Attitudinal reasons include:   
  ●    intermediaries   deciding not to pass a message on (a complaint, for example)   
  ●  the unwillingness of an alienated worker to listen.     

  barriers to entry    are obstacles put in the way of new firms entering a market. The abil-
ity of existing firms to maintain such obstacles will depend on their marketing and financial 
power. See    anti-competitive activities   .   

  barriers to trade    are obstacles put up by countries to stop imports entering their 
domestic market. They can be classified as either visible, such as tariffs or quotas, or 
invisible, for example when a country keeps changing the technical specifications of 
imports so that very few conform and are allowed entry. Barriers to trade are a form of 
   protectionism   .   

  barter    is the swapping of goods or services to conduct a non-monetary transaction. It is 
likely to be needed when the deal is between different countries, one of which has a currency 
which cannot be converted freely.   

  base weighted index:    a composite index number representing the average value of a 
number of items weighted according to their importance in the overall index (see    index 
numbers   ). For consistency, the weight or importance of each item must be constant over time.   

  base year:    where    time-series analysis    data are put into  index number  form, the year
chosen to have a value of 100 in the index series is called the base year.   

  basic pay:    an agreed regular wage excluding any bonus, shiftwork or profit-sharing 
supplements.   

  batch production    is the manufacture of a limited number of identical products, usually to 
meet a specific order. Within each stage of the production process, work will be completed 
for the whole batch before the next stage is begun. This provides some    economies of scale    
compared with    job production   , but not as many as through    flow production   .   
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  bear market:    a period of pessimism and falling share prices on the    stock market .   
 Individuals who anticipate this happening sell shares in the expectation that they will be able 
to buy them back in the future at a lower price. To a certain extent it results in a self-fulfilling 
prophesy, in that if everyone sells, more shares will come onto the market, and their price will 
indeed fall. A bear market is the opposite of a    bull market   . The 2007–2009 bear market saw 
share prices halve, following a long bull market.   

  below the line    is a marketing term to indicate promotional activity other than main media 
advertising. It includes price and added value promotions,    point-of-sale    displays and
   sampling and selling   . Below-the-line activity is most commonly used for tactical or
short-term reasons rather than for long-term image building.   

  benchmarking    means setting competitive performance standards against which progress 
can be measured. These standards are based on the achievements of the most efficient 
producers within a marketplace (if you can find out their figures). They ensure that production 
managers focus upon the competitive environment, instead of looking purely at this year’s 
achievements compared with previous year’s. Benchmarking is seen as a vital element in 
achieving    world class manufacturing   .   

  BERR:    the former name for the  Department for Business Innovation and Skills          

  best practice benchmarking:    see    benchmarking      

  bias    is a factor that causes data or an argument to be weighted towards one side. Statistical 
bias occurs when a    sample    has – by chance or by mistake – an overweighting towards one 
subgroup (e.g. too many pensioners within a research sample). Personal bias occurs when a 
decision maker consciously or subconsciously favours one side over another.    Scientific 
decision making    methods such as    investment appraisal    or    decision trees    are supposed 
to avoid bias. In fact, the results they produce will depend upon the assumptions made, which 
may be biased.   

  bilateral    talks or arrangements are those that occur between two parties. Therefore 
 discussions on trade between the American and British governments could be termed 
 bilateral trade negotiations.   

  binding arbitration:    see    arbitration      

  biotechnology    is the attempt to harness nature for commercial purposes such as the 
manufacture of medicines. Whereas pharmaceutical drugs, food colourings and flavourings 
have traditionally been based scientifically on chemistry, the intention is that advanced biology 
will become more important in future. Biotechnology is best known for genetic engineering, 
but it is the vast worldwide market for medicines that most attracts investors into this high-risk, 
high-tech area.   

  blacking    is the refusal to deal with goods or personnel of a firm, usually because they have 
been involved in strike-breaking.   

  blacklist:    a list of names of people or companies that a firm or country will not deal with.   

  Blake’s grid:    a diagram on which can be plotted the characteristics of a leader in order to 
identify his or her leadership style.   

  blending    is a    linear programming    technique designed to show the factors limiting 
the achievement of an objective, and how best to operate within those constraints. 
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The  constraints  are shown as straight lines on a graph, and at one vertex (i.e. where at least 
two lines intersect) the optimum value of the objective will be found. Blending will
typically be used in short-run problems of resource allocation in controlled conditions,
e.g. allocation of factory production time for various products in order to minimise cost.
As with other linear programming techniques, complex problems can best be solved with
the use of computing power, as the calculations become very lengthy.   

  blind product test    is a consumer test of the qualities of two or more rival products. What 
makes it a ‘blind’ test is that the brand name and therefore image of the product is hidden 
from the consumer.   

  blue chip:    a company that is so large, well established and soundly financed that it can be 
regarded as a secure investment or employer. The term was called into question when huge 
blue chips such as HBOS and the Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) suffered share price collapses 
during 2008.   

  blue collar union:    a    trade union    that represents manual workers.   

  body language    is the conscious or unconscious use of the body to convey unspoken
messages. A shrug of the shoulders may convey indifference, while an aggressive stance 
may undermine a manager’s attempt to apologise to a subordinate.   

  bonus issue:    a free issue of shares to shareholders on a proportional basis, e.g. one for 
every five already held. For fuller information see    scrip issue   .   

  bookkeeping:    recording a firm’s transactions in a series of account books on the basis
of double-entry accounting (see    double-entry bookkeeping   ). From these books a    trial
balance    can be arrived at, from which a full set of accounts can be drawn up.   

  book value:    the    balance sheet    value of an asset. For    fixed assets    this is the    historic cost    
minus    accumulated depreciation   . For stocks it is the lower of cost and    net realisable value   . In 
either case, the stated book value depends on assumptions made by the business, and is there-
fore only as reliable as the individuals concerned and the information they have available to them.   

  boom:    a period when the economy is growing rapidly due to consumers, businesses and 
investors spending and borrowing too much. It may lead to    demand-pull inflation   .   

  Boston matrix:    a method of analysing the current position of the products within a firm’s 
portfolio, in terms of their    market share    and growth within their marketplace. Devised in 
America by the Boston Consulting Group, this system of product portfolio analysis is far more 
sophisticated than the    product life cycle   . The Boston matrix points out not only the impor-
tance of market share, but also that firms want products that can support each other’s devel-
opment. Product life cycle theory implies that declining brands have no future other than to die, 
whereas the Boston matrix shows that an ageing brand can be a    cash cow    to be milked for 
the benefit of a ‘rising star’ or to finance the changes needed to a ‘problem child’ (see diagram 
on next page).   

  bottlenecks    are hold-ups in the assembly lines for a firm or for a whole economy. They 
are caused by an inability to increase supply to match an unexpected surge in demand. In 
past boom years, for example, there have been shortages of microchips, forcing  producers 
of a huge range of products to slow down their rate of output. Within an individual firm, 
bottlenecks might be caused by poor management planning: trying to rush more output 
through the factory than is possible using the available labour, material or capital resources.
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  bottom line:    jargon for the bottom line of a    profit and loss account   , or the estimated    net 
profit    on a specific activity or project. Care must be exercised to see which version of profit 
is meant.   

  BRAD:    see    British Rate and Data      

  brainstorming:    a group activity in which members are encouraged to say the first answer 
that strikes them about how to solve a problem, no matter how weird. Having obtained as 
many ideas as possible, the group will consider each one in more detail. It is a way of
encouraging more creative solutions than the normal carefully considered, safety-first
ideas that managers may put forward.   

  brand accounting:    see    creative accounting      

  branding:    establishing an identity for your product that distinguishes it from the competi-
tion. Marketing managers often talk about the personality of their brands as if referring to 
people. Successful branding adds value to an item and can ensure    brand loyalty   .   

  brand leader:    the brand with the highest percentage share of a specific market or seg-
ment. This has become an increasingly valuable position as retailers have become more 
powerful over recent decades. Supermarkets such as Tesco have such strong    own-label    
products that they do not have to stock every national brand within a sector. Usually, they 
stock the brand leader, their own label and just one other brand. Therefore the second
biggest selling brand often has to compete fiercely with the numbers three and four for
shelf space, and that means cutting prices to the bone. Only the brand leader is able
to negotiate on equal terms with the retail giants.   

  brand loyalty    exists when consumers repeat-purchase your product on a regular basis. 
Such customers are unlikely to be price sensitive, therefore your product’s    price elasticity    
will be low. This enables you to increase the price level without much effect upon demand.

Brand loyalty can be active or passive:   
  ●  active loyalty stems from a conscious decision on the part of your customers that they 

prefer the taste, look, quality or image to that of the competition   
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  ●  passive loyalty stems from consumer inertia, from people’s tendency to become used 
to a purchasing pattern from which they do not bother to change; for new products, 
this is the hardest marketing problem to overcome.     

  brand mapping:    see    mapping      

  brand standing:    a measure (in effect an audit) of where one firm’s brand stands in consum-
er affections compared with rivals. This is monitored regularly by the use of    market research    
into the images, attitudes and usage of those within the    target market   .   

  Brazil, Russia, India and China (BRIC) economies    were identified by
investment bank Goldman Sachs in 2001 as emerging economies with outstanding
growth potential. All four are large countries with large populations, but it is arguable that the 
growth prospects of India and China seem much more soundly based than those of Russia 
and Brazil.   

  breach of contract:    breaking a term laid down in a legal contract and therefore being 
liable to be taken to court or to be sued.   

  break-even chart:    a line graph showing total revenue and costs at all possible levels of 
   output    or    demand   , i.e. at every point from an output of zero through to maximum capacity. 
This enables the reader to see at a glance the profit at any output level that interests them
(by looking at the vertical difference between revenue and costs). 

 The chart comprises three lines:    fixed costs   , total costs and total revenue. They are
plotted with pounds on the vertical axis and output on the horizontal axis.   
  ●  fi xed costs form a horizontal straight line   

  ●  total costs line starts at fi xed costs and rises as a diagonal straight line   

  ●  total revenue line starts at 0 and rises as a diagonal straight line   

 To construct the chart, fi rst set out a grid with the following headings:  

Quantity Revenue Variable costs Fixed costs Total costs

 In the quantity column should be no more than three fi gures:   
  1  0 units   
  2  maximum output (which might have to be assumed)   
  3  a convenient point between them (probably halfway).    

 From this information the graph can be drawn as shown on the next page, with pounds 
on the vertical axis and output on the horizontal.   

 Worked example: compile a table of data for a firm with fixed costs of £40 000, 
variable costs of £1, a selling price of £2, and a factory capable of producing
50 000 units.  

Quantity Revenue Variable costs Fixed costs Total costs

0 £0 £0 £40 000 £40 000

25 000 £50 000 £25 000 £40 000 £65 000

50 000 £100 000 £50 000 £40 000 £90 000
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